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 Abstract— Twitch is a platform that provides live 
streaming services for videogames; it has created a great 
environment for people that enjoys both watching and playing 
games, but with the increase in the number of streamers and 
games, streamers must find ways to get better recognition and 
find all points of leverage for better interaction on their 
streams and content. This paper analyzes the relationship 
between a Twitch streamer’s success with their presence on 
Twitter 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Twitter provides free microblogging and social 
networking service. Twitter is one of the top 5 social media 
applications that is used worldwide. Twitter users can 
broadcast short posts which are known as "tweets", The 
tweets can be in the form of text, videos, photos, and links. 
People can get the latest updates and promotions from 
brands. More than 100 million users post 340 million tweets 
daily.Since the start of Twitter, academics and businesses 
have tried to find ways to gain intel and insights from it. 
 Twitch is a platform that provides live streaming 
services for video game streaming and other interactions. 
This paper deals with showing the relation between twitch 
streamers’ presence on Twitter and the success of twitch 
streamers. 

II. DATA 
A. Dataset 
 The data used in this analysis was taken from Kaggle, 
“Top 8800 Twitch Streamers” [1]: - The dataset contains 
information about the top 8800 twitch streamers that are 
currently streaming on the platform. 
 This dataset covers some essential criteria that are used 
to gauge the performance of a streamer. 

B. Exploring the Dataset 
 The dataset about the streamers contains the following 
features as given in Figure 1. 
 

Fig. 1. All Features and their description 

 Since the dataset contains a few extra features which 
are not needed in this project a few features were taken and 
a few removed as given in Figure 2. 

II. DATA 
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Fig. 2. All Features and reasons for keeping them 

 The attribute that decides which streamer is at the 
highest ranking is the watch time as it generates the 
mostrevenue and is given more attention by the 
algorithm,governing a streamer’s appearance on a viewer’s 
watch feed. 
 A variety of aspects affect a streamer’s watch time, but 
there is one which is considered crucial among social media 
personalities and that is their social media presence, 
particularly Twitter. This is considered important as it 
effects how many people they are able to attract to their 
stream to view their content. 
 This presence is not direct, that is someone with a 
positive presence is not necessarily going to have the 
highest watch time and similarly people with the most 
negative presence may not have the lowest watch time. 
 So, in this paper we analyzed this aspect by using data 
from Twitter using Tweepy [11], the Twitter API. It filters 
Tweets made about a specific streamer in the past seven 
days and segregates them into positive, negative or neutral 
in nature. 

III. RELATED WORK 
 Many researchers have tried to find relations between 
the entertainment industry and social media, and how their 
presence on social media affects either their job or their 
popularity. 
 In [2] Dr.Rose Catherine aims to accurately predict the 
box office success of upcoming movies using tweets. 
 In [3] J. Huang, W. F. Boh, and K. H. Goh investigate 
the relationships between comments generated from social 

media and sales using a natural language processor, 
similarly in [4] and [8] by using meta-data mined from 
social media such as number of likes on a Facebook page 
for the movie, follower count of actorson Twitter and the 
number of likes on the trailer of themovie on YouTube. 
 In [9] Vasu Jain's analysis tweets about movies to 
predict several aspects of the movie popularity and covers 
how movies have a higher rate of success based on the 
visibility of the movie on social media help in the sales of 
the movie. 
 When twitch, a primarily game streaming platform is 
being considered it is understandable to consider games and 
their trends. The present technological boom has to lead to a 
major increase in people that enjoy both playing and 
watching video games. 
 In [5] Boris Bankov has written about the impact of 
social media on video game communities and the gaming 
industry. It describes the evolution of the gaming industry 
and the impact of integrating social media subsystems on 
gaming communities. The study includes a relationship 
between social media platforms and the gamingindustry. 
 [12] is a very highly recommended article about the 
author, Henry Jenkins teaching a course on Transmedia 
Entertainment and Storytelling, similarly [13] is also an 
article by the same author discussing the impact social 
media has on businesses. 
 [6] talks about trying to make predictions from 
socialmedia, and points out the many pitfalls, also the past 
methods used to do so. 
 In [10] ThienHai Nguyen and KiyoakiShirai build a 
model to predict stock price movement using sentiments on 
social media and subsequently describethe relation between 
the two. Both [14] and[15] analyze Twitter for predicting 
results of major events with a large crowds, that being 
Elections and the results of a football match in a league 
respectively. 

IV. APPROACH 
 In a broad sense, the approach is to perform sentiment 
analysis on Twitter data corresponding to the respective 
twitch streamer and analyze how it impacts the streamers' 
watch time since it is deemed the most important figure to 
gauge a streamer's success. The first step is to clean the data. 
The dataset contains a lot of streamer names in other 
languages and not in English, hence it is not easy to process. 
Those names need to be replaced with their respective 
Twitterhandles. 
 By performing the sentiment analysis we get the 
following new columns as given in Figure 3. 

 
Fig 3:.New columns to the data 
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 Before segregating the results of the sentiment analysis 
to the respective column the columns look as follows: 

 
Fig 4: Data Frame before sentiment analysis is performed 

 The data in the new column will be zero as given in 
Figure 4, sentiment analysis has not been performed, hence 
these columns are left empty. Sentiment analysis is 
performed on all the streamer tags and increments the 
respective sentiment category. In [7] and [8] the type of 
sentiment analysis techniques is covered. 
 

 
Fig 5: Data Frame after sentiment analysis is performed 

 Once sentiment analysis is done there is no need for the 
streamer tags, hence they can be removed. 
 

 
Fig 6: correlation matrix 

 Since watch time is the most important feature to focus 
on as it is the feature that determines the success of the 
streamer, we train a random forest regressor on it, since 
Random Forest Regression is a powerful and accurate 
machine learning algorithm that is used for both 
regressionand classification type problems. 
 From figure 6 we can understand that followers and 
Averageviewers are more related to Watch Time out of the 
three important features (‘stream time’, ‘followers’, and 
‘average viewers’). Hence, we train the model on the data 

described in fig 5 leaving out the stream time feature and 
leaving out the: 
 i)positive and neutral features ii)negative and neutral 
features iii)positive and negative features 
 

 
Fig. 7. Accuracy of different types of comments models 

 Figure 7 gives the accuracy of the random forest 
regression model trained on the previously mentioned 
criteria. The model’s accuracy is at a minimum, over 87% 
for positive type comments, and a maximum, over 89% for 
negative andneutral type. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 In this work, we presented an analysis of the 
relationship between the presence of a Twitch streamer on 
Twitter and the streamer’s success, based on how the 
streamer is perceived on Twitter. We know that a streamer 
is considered successful based on the streamer’s watch time. 
We found that the Watch Time is most related to Followers 
and Average Viewers.We also foundbased on the 
performance of our model that negative and neutral 
comments have more impact on the Watch Time. 
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